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F

ive years have passed since the collapse of Lehman Brothers
triggered the global financial crisis. Countries around the world
turned to fiscal stimulus and quantitative easing to revive their

economies. Now, as foreshadowed by tapering talk from the United States,
the time is coming when the private sector will have to replace government
as the main driver of recovery.
Japan was the first of the developed economies to confront the problem
of an aging and shrinking population as well as falling domestic demand,
stubborn deflation and massive government indebtedness. The resulting
chronic economic stagnation meant that the global media paid little attention
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to Japan for years. The Great East Japan Earthquake of March 2011 changed
all that, but also delivered another heavy blow to the already weak economy.
Now, however, the world is curious to see how Japan’s recovery will play
out. When Shinzo Abe took the reins of government in December 2012, he
lost no time in tackling the task of economic revival. He can be compared to
a new CEO with a turnaround strategy and a vigorous IR communications
program targeted at the international community. In Abe’s case, the
turnaround strategy involves delivering growth through the “three arrows”
of public works, massive quantitative easing and structural reform.
Traditionally, Japanese companies have not been good at reaching out
to the global investment community. Now, though, more Japanese listed
companies are starting to follow Abe’s example: they are overcoming their
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aversion to English and communicating their growth strategies in a full and
timely fashion. There is a new seriousness about engaging with the overseas
investment community.
Overseas investors are showing particular interest in the sectors
identified by Abe as pillars of his national growth strategy. Healthcare is one
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such sector. That is why we chose to do this issue’s cover story on biotech
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venture AnGes MG. Back in 2002, AnGes MG was the first biotech startup
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to be listed on TSE Mothers. Now, with a drug poised to start Phase III
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international clinical trials, it looks as though all the years of research and
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development are finally about to yield fruit. AnGes MG’s path mirrors that
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of Japan as a whole, which is on the verge of achieving take-off velocity after
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Japanese and Japanese companies are committed to ensuring that the
“Abenomics” revival story does not fizzle out this time. This really is the last
chance for the Japanese stock market—the root of the nation’s wealth and also
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a major cause of deflation—to recapture its vigor and get back to fair value.
We wish Shinzo Abe, CEO of Japan Inc., the best of luck in communicating
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and implementing his national growth strategy. And we expect Japanese
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international investor base as they deliver unprecedented levels of growth
and profits. Welcome to Japan 2.0.
Miki Oda
Co-publisher, ZIPANGU magazine
Director, FinanTec
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E

i Yamada’s view of the

pharma business today.”

set up AnGes in 1999 to commercialize

pharmaceutical business

This insight inspired Yamada to quit

underwent a sudden and

his stodgy, big-company job and make a

launched the company with three

dramatic change in the

his research at Osaka University. He

sideways move into the dynamic world of

distinct research themes: a genetic

1980s. Dispatched from Tokyo to San

ventures upon his return to Japan. After

therapy for critical limb ischemia

Francisco to represent a large Japanese

five years in a biotech startup, Yamada

trademarked as Collategene; a treatment

chemicals-to-pharmaceuticals firm, one

helped set up the Dragon Genomics

for inflammatory diseases based on

of his tasks was to set up a joint drug

Center, one of Asia’s biggest genome

the NF-κB decoy oligo; and finally,

development project with Genentech,

analysis centers, then joined AnGes

the hemagglutinating virus of Japan

the U.S. biotech superstar. “Genentech

MG in May 2001 at the invitation of the

Envelope vector (HVJ-E) with its

could do things that took us a full year

founder, Professor Ryuichi Morishita.

potential for drug delivery or cancer

in just three months,” says Yamada.

He was appointed president and CEO in

immunity.

“They moved fast and brought in leading

2002.

outside experts from academia when

“Setting up a new company with a

A specialist in cardiovascular

necessary. That’s the can-do mindset

medicine, Dr.

you need if you want to succeed in the

Morishita had

single research theme would obviously

The potential
market is
estimated at $5
billion per year

mean an excessive
concentration of
risk,” Yamada
explains. “Morishita
deliberately chose
three themes as a risk
hedge.”

Targeting ischemic
disease with Collategene
The HVJ-E business was later sold
off, but AnGes’ two other original
research themes are still going strong.
Indeed, the first of these—Collatagene,
a genetic therapy for critical limb
ischemia—is about to start Phase III
clinical trials in the United States.
Critical limb ischemia, or CLI,
is a complication that appears in the
later stages of diabetes and other
diseases. With the blood vessels of the
lower limbs narrowing and blocking
circulation, patients often have to

Ei Yamada, Ph.D.
President & CEO
AnGes MG, Inc.
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have a leg amputated. (Worse still,
some 40% of patients die within two
years of amputation.) Collategene’s

DNA
extraordinary vascularization abilities
can revive the blood vessels and help
avoid, or at least delay, amputation.
Being largely diet-related, diabetes
is more common in the United States
than in healthy-eating Japan. In Japan
roughly 5,000 to 20,000 people have
a leg amputated due to critical limb

Muscle tissue

ischemia every year; in the United
States, the equivalent figure is 300,000
people.

Before genetic medication

Sheer market size is one of the main
reasons that AnGes decided to scrap

HGF protein

the Japanese application for Phase III
approval of Collatagene and go instead
for certification in the United States.
The different criteria by which the FDA
in the U.S. and the Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare in Japan judged the
drug were another decisive factor. In
Japan the endpoints of the trials were

Vascularization

the degree of pain relief and the ability
to get rid of ulcers. By contrast, in the
U.S. the endpoint was how far you could

After genetic medication

extend the time up to amputation or
death.
“From a marketing perspective, it

rights to the London Branch of UBS

fund the $80 million deve-lopment costs,

makes more sense to target the US and

AG. The potential overall market is

paying cash upfront for development

get approval based on the American

estimated to be worth around $5 billion

milestones now and percentage-based

endpoints,” Yamada explains. “It will

per annum. “We want to be the first

royalties later.

be advantageous internationally. U.S.

company to bring a treatment to market

approval means easier entry to Europe.

so we’re pushing forward with Phase

Meanwhile, recent regulatory changes

III trials as fast as we can,” declares

The multiple applications
of NF-κB

in Japan also inspired us to resume the

Yamada.

After Collategene, the second of

development of Collatege here as well.”
To raise funds to finance the clinical

AnGes has already formed exclusive

Morishita’s original research themes

sales partnerships for Collategene with

was NF-κB, a kind of protein that

trials of Collategene, AnGes secured

Daiichi Sankyo for Japan and Mitsubishi

clusters around specific genes causing

¥1.98 billion through issuing stock

Tanabe for the U.S., and is looking for a

“inflammation events.” (Diseases

acquisition rights to Merrill Lynch.

partner for Europe. Mitsubishi Tanabe

that occur when NF-κB becomes

From October 18, it also issued further

and the prospective EU partner will help

dominant include atopic dermatitis,
Autumn 2013
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asthma, lumbago and arteriosclerosis.)
Preventing NF-κB from clustering can
prevent inflammation.
AnGes’s NF-κB decoy oligo, a new

previous constricted state.
By contrast, a balloon whose surface
has been covered with a coating of
AnGes’ NF-κB decoy oligo “converts

product is Japanese medical device
company MEDIKIT. Clinical trials got
underway in 2012.

formulation to treat atopic dermatitis,

a stopgap solution into a permanent

is currently undergoing Phase I clinical

solution,” in Yamada’s words. How so?

Advancing through
alliances

trials in Japan. AnGes has made a joint

When the NF-κB decoy oligo coating is

Whether MEDIKIT, Shionogi,

clinical development contract with

transferred from the inflated balloon to

Mitsubishi Tanabe or Daiichi Sankyo,

Shionogi Inc.

the inner walls of the expanded blood

finding the right partners with whom to

vessel, it stays there, hardens and keeps

develop treatments is a crucial element

trials is an NF-κB decoy oligo-coated

the blood vessel distended even after the

of Yamada’s strategy. While the U.S. has

P TA balloon catheter. This product is

balloon deflates.

a whole ecosystem in place to provide

A second NF-κB product in clinical

designed to treat vascular restenosis

Yamada is proud of AnGes’ novel

funds to startup companies, there is no

(a condition when the blood vessels

idea of putting a device and a drug

similar “venture culture” in Japan yet.

narrow, blocking the flow of blood). A

together for combination therapy.

That means AnGes’ partner companies

normal catheter forces open the blood

AnGes’ partner for developing this

play an essential role in shepherding

vessel by inflating the balloon, but has
the drawback that after the balloon
deflates, the blood vessel reverts to its

its treatments through the extremely

The potential
market for our
CIN vaccine looks
promisingly large

expensive and time-consuming process
of clinical trials.
On occasion AnGes also brings
in key technology from other biotech
ventures. A case in point is the
company’s cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia (CIN) therapeutic vaccine, (a
vaccine for precancerous treatment of
the cervix), for which the technology
came from Korea’s BioLeaders
Corporation. AnGes has teamed up
with the Obstetrics and Gynecology
Department of the prestigious University
of Tokyo Hospital to develop this.
How does the CIN vaccine work?
“Human papilloma virus—or HPV—is
what causes cervical cancer,” explains
Yamada. “The progress of HPV results
in increased expression of the E7
antigen which turns normal cells into
cancerous cells. Our CIN therapeutic
vaccine suppresses this E7 antigen, thus

The University of Tokyo Hospital
06

suppressing the cancer.”

AnGes MG Product Pipeline
■ Multiple projects in pipeline: Diversification of risk
■ CollategeneⓇ, a major CLI product, is entering the final stage
AnGes-origin
Stage

achieve that target.”

In-licensed

Research

Yamada now defines his

Pre-clinical

Phase1

Drugs

Phase2

Collategene®

NF-κB Decoy
Disc
Degeneration

DNA Vaccine
Hypertension

NF-κB Decoy
Atopic
Dermatitis

NF-κB Decoy
Atopic
Dermatitis

(new formulation)

Phase3

Phase4

Collategene®

Naglazyme®

CLI
P3(JP) success
P3prep(US/EU)

Lyphedema
P1/2 prep.

Mucopolysac
Charidosis VI
Japan

as fast as possible (though he

expected to deliver), and is on
the lookout for other products
the company can put out quickly.

Clinical Research at Tokyo University

Preclinical / Application Research

Medical
Devices

He plans to launch Collategene

bumper profits Allovectin was

(Ointment)P2(JP)

CIN of cervical cancer

Research

task as “putting things right.”

concedes it won’t generate the

SPA, Fast Track

CIN Therapeutic
Vaccine

(DNA Plasmid)

Stage

longer confident that we will

Functional Peptide
Wound

Clinical Trial / Product Development

Market

NF-κB Decoy: PTA-DCB
Prevention of Vascular
Restenosis, Japan

At present, AnGes has just a
single product on the Japanese
market. Named Nagalazyme,
it is a drug developed by
BioMarin of the U.S. to treat

cancer. No one could get this result

mucopolysaccharidosis VI (MPS VI).

promisingly large. Three hundred

with vaccines applied subcutaneously,

MPS VI is a rare disease that causes

million women worldwide are HPV

because the E7 induced T-cells died

dwarfism, thickened skin, progressive

carriers. This progresses to cervical

before they could travel all the way down

joint stiffness and respiratory infections.

intraepithelial neoplasia in 40 million

to the cervix.”

Again the potential market looks

cases, finally turning to cancer in

HPV vaccines for warding off

Although the nationwide market for
Naglazyme consists of only five patients,

450,000 cases. Those 40 million women

cervical cancer currently on sale

Yamada insists that marketing the drug

constitute the target market.

globally have been found to have severe

in Japan has been very worthwhile.

side effects, so there is a clear demand

“Thanks to Naglazyme, we’ve deepened

for an effective, but safe product.

our relationship with the Health

Other larger pharmaceutical
companies have tried to make a CIN
therapeutic vaccine—and failed. What

Ministry, gained direct access to

breakthrough was to combine the E7

Headwinds and
tailwinds

antigen with a lactobacillus (a bacteria

Despite the positive outlook for AnGes’

which exists in large quantities in our

product pipeline, the company suffered

gut anyway), enabling the vaccine to be

a setback this August when Allovectin,

A shot in the arm from
Abenomics

taken orally. “Taking the CIN vaccine

an immune-induction cancer treatment

The arrival on the scene of new

orally means it goes directly into the

vaccine for malignant melanoma, failed

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe with his

intestine,” explains Yamada. “Since the

to secure Phase III clinical approval in

stagnation-busting growth strategy is

intestine and the cervix are literally

the United States.

looking like a positive for AnGes. Abe is

is AnGes’ secret? The company’s

side-by-side in the body, the immune

patients, learned about patient care and
contributed to patient well-being.”

“It was a serious shock,” admits

the first prime minister to incorporate

reaction provoked in the intestine

Yamada. “We were expecting Allovectin

the health care industry into his plans

travels through to the cervix, where it

sales to put the company into profit

for growth.

kills the E7-expressing cells that cause

for the first time around 2015. I am no

Japan now accounts for less
Autumn 2013
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than 10% of the global market for

Yamanaka and innovative companies

companies like AnGes,” says Yamada.

pharmaceuticals. That’s because new

like Japan Tissue Engineering Ltd.

“We expect to benefit from this change.

drugs are what generate big sales—and

Abe plans to present a bill to the Diet

It was certainly the decisive factor

Japan is failing to produce any. Abe

this October to allow fast-track approval

in our resuming the development of

wants to kick start pharmaceutical

for new regenerative medicines. The

Collategene in the Japanese market.”

innovation in Japan by focusing on

new law will make it possible to launch

regenerative medicine (which includes

products based on provisional data and

AnGes’ area of gene
therapy). Japan is a
pioneer in the field with
brilliant researchers
like the Nobel Prizewinning Dr. Shinya

Abe's growth
strategy is
good news
for AnGes

With central government policy
providing a tailwind, a promising

secure formal and final

pipeline of innovative products, and

approval based on the

a brace of world-class partners, the

additional data gathered

next few years should see AnGes MG

while they are on the

bringing products to market and getting

market. “This is clearly

a payoff for all the long years of research

good news for venture

and development. ■

Corporate/Product Strategy: AnGes MG
■ Novel drug development of biologics using advanced technology
■Ｉnnovative drug development for incurable diseases

Development of innovative next-generation biologics
Next-generation
bio-pharmaceuticals
utilizing gene functions

Genetic
medicine

Gene therapy
(DNA Plasmid)
・Collategene (AnGes origin)
・Allovectin (Co-development)

Nucleic acid medicine
・NF-κB Decoy Oligo (AnGes origin)

Next-generation
biologics
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Therapeutic vaccine
・DNA vaccine (AnGes origin)
・CIN therapeutic vaccine (In-licensed)

Indication
Incurable diseases
/ Rare diseases
Diseases for which no
effective treatments
are available

O

ur company has a high proportion of
individual investors. We’ve always done our
best to communicate with them. We don’t
just hold seminars for our existing shareholders,
we also take part in plenty of third-party seminars
targeted at individual investors.
In fact, we take every opportunity we can
to publish information about the company and
communicate with our investor base. We upload
anything that we’re legally bound to disclose both to
our own website and to bilingual investor-relations
portal site IR STREET. As well as IR news, stock-price
information from Yahoo! Finance, quarterly reports,
securities reports, business reports and documents
put out for the annual shareholders meeting, on
our homepage you’ll also find IP reports, recorded
seminars available for streaming, an IR calendar for
future events, media clippings and analysts reports.
This year we have been focusing on institutional
investors and have done plenty of one-onone meetings with them. Having raised capital
from several institutions this spring, we need to
prioritize communication with this group. At the
end of September 2013, the proportion of stock
held by institutional investors had risen, while the
proportion in the hands of individual investors was
down by 6.7%, compared to last year.
Going forward, we intend to use the bilingual
IR STREET site to keep in close touch with our
investor base. In particular, we mean to work hard
to get all relevant news and data out in English in as
timely as fashion as possible so we can deepen our
communication with foreign institutional investors.

Mayu Shimojima

Group Leader
Public Relations Group
Corporate Planning Department

Corporate name: AnGes MG, Inc.
Head office: 4F, Saito Bio-Incubator, 7-7-15,
Saito-asagi, Ibaraki, Osaka, 567-0085
Japan
Tokyo branch: 5F, Mitasuzuki Bldg, 5-20-14, Shiba,
Minato-ku, Tokyo, 108-0014 Japan
Established: December 17, 1999
Listed on: Mothers markets of Tokyo Stock
Exchange
Listing: September 2002
Fiscal Year-End: December
IR website: http://www.anges-mg.com/en/index.html
Capitalization: 11,552 million yen (at the end of
September 2013)
Issued and outstanding: 312,676 shares (at the end
of September 2013)
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Biotechnology:
One Pillar
in the Abenomics
Growth Strategy

I

n October 2012, Professor Shinya

successfully created nerve cells from

creates therapeutic materials based on

Yamanaka of the Institute for

iPS cells in collaboration with research-

self-assembling peptide technology; and

Cell-Material Sciences at Kyoto

ers at Keio University; Dainippon

Chiome (4583), which has advanced

University was jointly awarded

Sumitomo Pharma (4506), which is

antibody generation technology for use

the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medi-

working with Kyoto University’s Center

in antibody drugs.

cine for his research into regenerative

for iPS Cell Research and Application

Within Japan, Kyoto University

medicine based on induced pluripotent

(CIR A) on R&D for rare disease thera-

holds most of the patents related to iPS

stem (iPS) cells. The announcement

pies; and Nipro Corporation (8086), the

cells. Private sector companies have

raised the curtain on a new act in the

world’s first company to market myocar-

to apply for licenses through iPS Aca-

story of listed biotech-related compa-

dial cells originated from iPS cells.

demia Japan, the company in charge of

nies in Tokyo, triggering concentrated

Indeed, such was the enthusiasm for

managing the university’s iPS -cell-tech-

buying of cutting-edge biotech stocks.

all things biotech that even companies

nology-related patents and intellectual

Companies involved in iPS cell

with no direct link to Professor Yama-

property. Among the listed companies

R&D targeted by this wave of buying

naka’s iPS cell specialty also experi-

with licensing arrangements with iPS

included Takara Bio (4974), which sells

enced sudden popularity. Examples are

Academia Japan are Takara Bio, Repro-

the reagents and genes used in the

Japan Tissue Engineering (7774), a

CELL (though it acquired its licenses

making of iPS cells; its parent company

pioneer in cultured skin; Tella (2191),

prior to its IPO), DNAVEC Corporation,

Takara Holdings Inc. (2531); Shimadzu

which provides cancer immunotherapy

and Unitech.

Corporation (7701), which is working

services; Medinet (2370); Precision

on producing equipment for cultivating

System Science PSS (7707), the world

therapeutic cells made from iPS cells;

leader in automated DNA extraction

(4751) to achieve the highest market

Takeda Pharmaceutical (4502), which

systems; 3D Matrix (7777), which

capitalization on TSE Mothers, the

10

In early January 2013, Takara Bio
passed web company CyberAgent

market for high-growth and emerging

discovering Nobel laureate Professor

them, not least the Nobel Prize-winning

stocks. This symbolized the transfer

Yamanaka when he was toiling away

Professor Yamanaka. Going forward,

of the “most popular category” crown

at the Nara Institute of Science and

we hope to expand in overseas markets.

from IT to biotech. Equally striking as a

Technology and bringing him to Kyoto

Overseas, researchers often have bigger

piece of positive data was the well-timed

University in 2004. That was more than

R&D budgets than here, and the market

JASDAQ IPO of ReproCELL (4978) on

enough to light a fire beneath the stock

itself is larger in absolute terms. We al-

June 26, 2013. There was such a glut of

of his company.

ready have an office in Boston. Now we

As all these cases show, the award of

buy orders in the first days of trading

want to open a base in Europe to further
accelerate our rollout abroad.”

that no price could be published until

the Nobel Prize to Professor Yamanaka

June 28, three days after the IPO, when

triggered a dramatic upward reevalu-

the price was quoted at 17,800 yen—a

ation of Japanese biotech firms that

big securities houses, publishes a

whopping 5.6 times the original listing

specialize in advanced therapies. At the

monthly industry report. The July

price.

press conference on the day of Repro-

edition of Mizuho’s Bio Monthly sum-

CELL’s IPO, CEO Chikafumi Yokoyama

marized recent movements in biotech

potent cell (human iPS cells/human

revealed his intention to expand the

company stock prices in the following

ES cells) business. A biotech startup, it

business overseas—further evidence of

terms: “Japanese listed biotech stocks

was founded in 2003 by Professor Norio

the sector’s upbeat mood. “The liquid

hit a high on May 8, having risen by

Nakatsuji, the then director of Kyoto

culture mediums that make it possible

4.9 times since the start of the year. By

University’s Institute for Integrated

to turn various cell types into iPS cells

June 7, they had made a 44% retrace-

Cell-Material Sciences (iCeMS). Pro-

account for roughly 70% of our sales,” he

ment. However, three factors—the June

fessor Nakatsuji was responsible for

said. “Many Japanese researchers use

11 IPO of Peptidream Inc., the June 26

ReproCELL is a pioneer in the pluri-

Mizuho Securities, one of Japan’s

IPO of ReproCELL, and the granting of
official approval to the Society of Japanese Science Teaching Research Center
for a clinical research project using iPS
cells also on June 26 —reignited interest in the sector and propelled biotech
stocks back into recovery mode.”
The confluence of market factors
such as IPOs with the support of government policy is highly significant.
The biotech rally looks to have legs.

Government Puts
its Shoulder to the
Wheel
Japan’s Ministry of Education, CulThe Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare in Tokyo

ture, Sports, Science and Technology

Autumn 2013
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launched the 10 -year Project for the

Safety Assurance Bill. The bills includ-

in the spotlight, but with the difference

Realization of Regenerative Medicine

ed a clause on “regenerative medicine

that now they are being evaluated

in 2003. The project aims to put Japan

and equipment,” stating that a special

against real-world criteria based on the

ahead in establishing the core technolo-

speeded-up approval system would be

bill going into operation.

gies and realizing the practical applica-

introduced, with the proviso that patient

tion of regenerative medicine. To some

safety had to be assured. It looks very

Revision aims to streamline the testing

extent this goal was realized in January

likely that this new, more flexible ap-

and approval process for iPS cell-based

2007 when Professor Yamanaka’s group

proval system will also apply to gene

regenerative medicine to encourage

produced Human iPS cells. The project

therapy. That boosted market interest

practical application at the earliest pos-

is focusing aggressively on research on

in gene therapy firms like AnGes MG

sible stage. In another positive develop-

a foundation for developing regenerative

(4563) and Takara Bio (4974).

ment, August 30 saw Prime Minister

medicine using human iPS cells.

The 183rd National Diet session

The Pharmaceutical Affairs Law

Shinzo Abe hold the second meeting

ended on June 26, before the Pharma-

of the Headquarters for Healthcare

Prize, Professor Yamanaka told the

ceutical A ffairs Law Revision could

and Medical Strategy Promotion at

media that he felt “driven to apply

be passed. With the victory of Abe’s

the Prime Minister’s Office to discuss

regenerative medicine based on iPS

LDP in the July Upper House elec-

a growth strategy for the healthcare

cells to healthcare as fast as possible.”

tions breaking the deadlock, the bill is

sector. The Ministry of Health, Labour

In late May this year, the Abe cabinet

almost certain to pass in the extraor-

and Welfare, the Ministry of Education,

agreed to present two new bills to the

dinary Diet session in October. Move-

Culture, Sports, Science and Technol-

Diet—the Pharmaceutical Affairs Law

ments like these are putting regenera-

ogy, and the Ministry of Economy,

Revision and the Regenerative Medicine

tive medicine-related stocks even more

Trade and Industry discussed their

After being awarded the Nobel

budget requests for 2014, with research
strategy and budgets due to be finalized
from September. At the meeting, Abe
stressed that “as an important pillar of
the growth strategy,” concrete advances
had to be made “in the development
of leading-edge medical technologies,
including regenerative medicine, for the
realization of a society of good health
and longevity.”
In a bid to boost the speed of
healthcare-related R&D in Japan, the
government is working on establishing
a Japanese version of the United States’
National Institute of Health (NIH), with
similar “control tower functions.” Regenerative medicine is obviously a key
theme in the whole Abenomics growth
The Diet Building, Tokyo
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strategy.

New Breed of
Investor Supporting
Biotech

Topix vs. TSE Mothers 2011-2013
1,250,000
1,200,000
1,150,000
1,100,000

Biotech startups listed on the TSE are
getting a double boost, firstly from the

1,050,000
1,000,000
950,000
900,000

progress of research at institutes and

850,000

companies, and secondly, at the national

750,000

policy level, from the growth strategy of

650,000

the government. This does not, how-

550,000

ever, change the fact that many biotech

450,000

startups suffer from a weak financial
structure and have trouble generating
decent profits. They need the stock

Topix Index
TSE Mothers Index

800,000
700,000
600,000
500,000

Thanks to the large number of
biotech startups in the TSE Mothers
Index, Mothers has outperformed the
Topix Index since September 2012.
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12/8/13

12/11/5

13/1/21

13/4/8

13/6/17
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(c)QUICK Corp.

market to support them. The good
news is that the range of investors who

ery venture at Hokkaido University, and

drug companies are proactively collabo-

choose to put their money into biotech

also has a seat on the board. Gene Techno

rating with biotech startups with posi-

is broadening. Not only are we seeing

Science had its IPO in November 2012.

tive-looking research outcomes, and the

institutional investors slowly joining

Whiz Partners’ Whiz Healthcare

sums changing hands for these tie-ups

the original individual investors, but a

PE Fund Series 1 Investment Lim-

are rising significantly. At the same

whole new breed of investor has also

ited Partnership—the company’s first

time, the possibility of strong worldwide

emerged. These new investors acquire

fund—secured money from the govern-

growth in the remaining areas (such

the newly listed shares and stock acqui-

ment, pension funds, corporations and

as cancer) where no effective drugs or

sition rights of biotech startups and play

individuals. It invested in NanoCarrier

therapies have yet been found is also

an active role in the fledgling compa-

(4571) and SymBio Pharmaceuticals

helping build a base of new investors.

nies’ growth.

(4582). Whiz Partners is currently

The best example of this new kind
of investor is Toshio Ando, the former

working on setting up a second fund.
Biotech drug discovery startups

In the United States, the passing of
the Bayh–Dole Act in 1980 invigorated
the biotech field by allowing businesses

chairman of the Japan Securities Deal-

have a business model in which R&D

and universities to own inventions they

ers Association (JSDA). Ando estab-

necessarily takes precedence, with

had made based on federal funding.

lished Whiz Partners, an independent

investors only able to cash out several

Japan’s equivalent to the Bayh-Dole Act

investment and asset management firm

years down the line. This makes (a)

was introduced as part of the Industrial

of which he is president and CEO, in

diversifying sources of capital and (b)

Revitalization Special Law a couple of

September 2010. The company includes

securing capital from the market by

decades later in 1999. Precedent shows

experts able to properly evaluate the

means of an IPO crucially important.

us what to expect: those Japanese bio-

pipelines of the biotech venture start-

Those biotech startups able to survive

tech startups tough enough to survive

ups it is considering investing in. Whiz

the brutal process of natural selection

should be showing the full fruits of their

Partners has acquired warrants of Gene

are entering a flourishing period. With

research five to seven years from now,

Techno Science (4584), a drug discov-

big pharma facing the patent cliff, large

around the time of the Tokyo Olympics. ■
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Aiming
for No.1
in Asia
Japan Exchange Group (JPX) was formed through the January
1, 2013 merger of the Tokyo Stock Exchange Group and the
Osaka Securities Exchange. As part of its bid to establish itself
as Asia’s premier exchange, JPX is working hard to attract
more new listings.

T

okyo Stock Exchange Group

Asia’s “most preferred exchange.” It is

and the Osaka Securities Ex-

currently implementing a three-part

change always had their own

core strategy to attract investment funds

distinct competitive advantages. Tokyo

to both drive Japanese economic growth

Stock Exchange was strong in equities,

and establish itself as Asia’s most cut-

ranking No. 3 in the world for value of

ting-edge financial hub. Firstly, it wants

shares
while

traded,
Osaka

Se-

curities Exchange
was a powerhouse
in derivatives such
as

Nikkei

Index

futures. By combining

Japan’s

JPX offers
the strengths of
Japan’s two leading
exchanges in
a single entity

to use the integration
of the two exchanges
as an opportunity to
re-envision the Japanese

stock

market

as a market that can
grow in tandem with
the

broader

Asian

two leading exchanges, JPX offers the

economy. Secondly, it is aiming to be-

strengths of both in a single entity.

come a top-class derivatives market on

JPX is leveraging the synergies cre-

a larger scale by combining the trad-

ated by the merger to position itself as

ing infrastructure and marketing capa-

14

New Listings Team (from left to right)
Tsubasa Nagaike, Natsumi Miyazawa, Yasuyuki Konuma, Takumi Hayase, Akira Takusagawa
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Aiming
for No.1
in Asia

bilities of the two exchanges. Thirdly, it

about activities like approaching compa-

listing and actively eliminating any hic-

wants to diversify its revenue stream by

nies where doing an IPO had never even

cups in the IPO process. “What I mean

expanding its OTC clearing business.

crossed top management’s mind.”

by ‘entities indirectly connected to the

“Promoting IPOs” is a key ingredi-

JPX is focusing on three activities to

IPO’ are securities companies, yes, but

ent of the first of these core strategies.

attract more companies to do IPOs. The

also auditors, banks, trust banks and

“The growth of small and medium-size

first of these is educating the business

printers, all of whom have access to in-

enterprises and technological innova-

community about IPOs through semi-

formation about a firm that’s about to go

tion are both key to the health of the

nars, a mail magazine and other forms

public. We’ve built a network of contacts

Japanese economy,” explains Yasuyuki

of outreach. “The aim is to get the in-

with these bodies and work hard to get

Konuma, JPX executive officer for prod-

formation out there to provoke interest

any information relevant to the IPO from

uct and market development. “IPOs

in firms which hadn’t originally been

them,” comments Konuma. To communi-

play a crucial role in helping companies

thinking about an IPO. Plenty of compa-

cate smoothly with organizations wher-

grow. The trouble is that the number of

nies that don’t even have a relationship

ever they may be in Japan, JPX has staff

IPOs simply fell off a cliff after the Sep-

with securities firm come to our semi-

posted throughout the country to liaise

tember 2008 Lehman crisis. Look at the

nars,” comments Konuma. The second

directly with local securities firms, au-

numbers: in 2000, there were 204 IPOs

is to help companies preparing to go

ditors and banks.

in Japan. That shrank to 49 in 2008 and

public deal with any issues they might

a paltry 19 in 2009. If the trend goes on,

experience en route to a listing.

Seminars for companies considering
a future listing are another key area of

the shortage of promising growth com-

Third is hands-on support for entities

focus. JPX has held seminars in 22 cit-

panies could impact the Japanese ex-

indirectly connected to the IPO by stay-

ies, including Sapporo, Sendai, Tokyo,

change very negatively.”

ing in close touch in the run-up to the

Nagoya, Osaka, Hiroshima and Okina-

Even prior to the merger, the Tokyo
Stock Exchange had been working hard
to boost the number of IPOs to counter
this drastic decline. “Promoting and
increasing IPOs” was a core initiative
in the TSE’s April 2011 Medium-Term
Management Plan, and an IPO Center
was established to help realize this goal.
This focus on IPOs has been maintained
after the January 1, 2013 merger.
Of course, after the merger the two
exchanges integrated their IPO marketing mechanisms. “Pre-merger, the IPO
centers of the Tokyo Stock Exchange
Group and the Osaka Securities Exchange competed ferociously for business, but now we can focus solely on
cultivating unlisted businesses as prospects,” Konuma explains. “I’m talking
16

Yasuyuki Konuma

Executive Officer
Product & Market Development
(Chartered Member of the Security Analysts Association of Japan)

wa, under the slogan: “IPO JAPAN—Reviving Japan through New Listings.”In
the first six months of 2013, 28 seminars
were held, 13 more than in the same period last year. JPX is also dispatching
expert lecturers to seminars organized
by third parties in the private and public
sectors.
At the same time, JPX is actively visiting companies to encourage them to
consider an IPO. The IPO Center, which
is leads all these efforts, visits firms that
are looking into doing an IPO or simply
have the right profile for one. In the first
half of the year, the IPO Center visited
a total of 461 companies (versus 390 for
last year). JPX is also actively developing the regions by building a network
with regional and local banks: in June,
for example, JPX held a joint seminar
with the Hokuriku Bank in Toyama, and
in August with the Chugoku Bank in
Okayama and the Ogaki Kyoritsu Bank
in Gifu.
This sort of promotional activity is
yielding results as
the pickup in IPO
numbers shows. A fter hitting a bottom
in 2009, with just

The number of
IPOs has climbed
steadily for the
last three years

19 companies, the

Tokyo rose from

20 firms’ opening price was above the

31.8% of the to-

offering price.

number has been on a steady upward

tal in 2010 to 57.1% in H1 2013. “In the

JPX plans to further ramp up its IPO

path for the last three years, hitting 48

regions you have a lot of traditional in-

promotion efforts. It is exploring new

companies in 2012. Twenty-one compa-

dustries,” comments Konuma. “Their

methods such as recording interviews

nies did IPOs in the first half of 2013,

listing helps diversify of the market. It’s

with the CEOs of newly listed compa-

outstripping the 18 in the equivalent pe-

a phenomenon we welcome.”

nies to develop new material to evange-

riod last year. The increase in companies

IPO companies are very popular on

lize with. “This year we are on target for

from the regions is noteworthy: the pro-

the secondary market. Of the 21 compa-

a fourth straight year of increased IPO

portion of companies based outside of

nies that listed in the first half of 2013,

activity,” concludes Konuma bullishly.
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Supporting “Team Japan”
at Home and Away
By providing services from corporate housing to
global relocation, Relo Holdings enables Japanese
companies to focus more fully on their core
businesses.

1990s and switched to a leasing model, but they are under-

W

with Relo, and let them deal with everything from contracts and

standably reluctant to manage these leased properties directly.
Handling the paperwork for hundreds of individual employees
is a drain on resources; far better to make a single contract

hat’s your definition of a good business? How about

deposits to day-to-day

a firm that can successfully grow revenues and

maintenance

profits regardless of the economic cycle? That’s

“It’s a business where

issues.

how Yuki Hayashi sums up Relo Holdings, an outsourcer that

outsourcing

provides HR-related services for corporate Japan.

sense,” says Hayashi.

makes

“Our recurring profit has risen by an average 15% annually

Another factor in

for the last decade, while operating revenues are up eight times

the business’s rapid

and profits thirteen times since 1998,” says Hayashi, who is in

expansion are the pal-

charge of Relo’s planning and IR. What’s the secret of this ex-

pable tax advantages

traordinary track record? Simple: Relo has a formula that deliv-

it offers to both em-

ers results whatever the conditions. When times are tough, it

ployers and employ-

wins more business as companies cut costs by offloading non-

ees. In Japan, health

core functions onto outsourcers; conversely, when times are

and pension contribu-

good, the same companies hire more staff boosting demand

tions are calculated

for the services that Relo provides. Consistent financial perfor-

based on salary, with

mance comes from two factors: first, payment being made on a

the employer and em-

monthly fee basis, and second, the loyalty of signed-up clients.

ployee each putting in

“Changing outsourcers is a huge inconvenience. That’s why our

50 percent. If, howev-

earnings climb so steadily,” says Hayashi.

er, the company pays

At present, around 30% of Relo’s investors are non-Japanese.

directly for employ-

This group often find the whole concept of companies providing

ees’ accommodation,

fringe benefits like housing or vacation perks to their rank-and-

that reduces the nominal monthly salary, in turn reducing the

file employees hard to grasp. Explains Hayashi: “When Japanese

welfare payments for both parties, not to mention the employ-

graduates are pondering their future career, fringe benefits are

ees’ income tax burden. “It’s a win-win for everybody,” com-

a big factor. Traditionally, big companies here all used to have

ments Hayashi. Relo now manages roughly 70,000 apartments

their own dormitories and leisure facilities which employees

in Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya for around 200 corporate clients.

could use at heavily subsidized prices.”

Good for everybody

Corporate housing

Rest and recreation
The second pillar of the business is the Leisure and Living Sup-

Relo specializes in providing such services on an outsourced

port segment, a business Relo went into in 1993. “As well as

basis. The Domestic Relocation business—which specializes in

dormitories, big Japanese firms all used to have wholly owned

corporate housing and pulled in ¥3.38 billion last year, around

leisure facilities for their employees to go to relax,” explains

44% of total company profits—is the biggest earner. Many Japa-

Hayashi. “Smaller companies couldn’t afford to build their own

nese companies sold off their dormitories in the recession-hit

resorts, but still wanted to offer their employees similar ben-
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Properties available to Relo Club members

We aim to boost
recurring profits from
¥6 billion to ¥9 billion
in the four-year period
from March 2012
to March 2015,
with ¥25 billion in
profits by 2023 as the
ultimate goal.
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Looking overseas
The third pillars of Relo’s business is Global Relocation, which
accounted for a little under 15% of profits in FY2012. According
to Hayashi, around 240,000 Japanese businessmen are on temporary assignments abroad at any one time. Since the duration
of these assignments is usually three or four years, something
between one-quarter and one-third of the total—say, 60,000
to 80,000 people—have to move in or out of Japan in any given
year.
Having got into this business in 1984 by renting out the
vacant properties of overseas transferees, Relo now offers a
full spectrum of “pre-departure to post-return” services, encompassing everything from procuring visas and arranging
the move to finding schools, helping with house hunting and
organizing the move back.
“Currently, our biggest market is the US, but in 2012 we
opened new offices in India, China, Thailand and Mexico,”
says Hayashi. “With the Japanese domestic market shrinking
and Asia and other emerging markets booming, Japanese companies are globalizing their operations more and more. This
segment should expand rapidly.”

Big ambitions
New CEO Kenichi Nakamura, who is keen for Relo to get back

Kenichi Nakamura

President and Representative Director
Relo Holdings, Inc.

to thinking like a startup, has put some aggressive targets in
place. He aims to boost recurring profits from ¥6 billion to ¥9
billion in the four-year period from March 2012 to March 2015,
with ¥25 billion in profits by 2023 as the ultimate goal. Past

efits. We realized that amalgamating the buying power of lots

performance suggests it’s no overstretch: Relo has a proven

of SMEs would enable us to extract favorable terms from hotel

record of establishing new businesses and growing them into

and resort operators. Corporate members of our ‘Relo Club’

stable niches, as well as expertise in cross-selling different

are entitled to discount rates at 3,000 hotels throughout Japan,

services to corporate HR departments.

which they can book via our call center or website in return for
a monthly fee of around 1,000 yen a month.”

Most crucially, Relo is offering Japan Inc. a genuinely useful service in these hyper-competitive times. “Japanese firms

That doesn’t sound like much—except that Relo Club boasts

are battling hard in the economic arena,” Hayashi explains.

a whopping 3.79 million members from 8,000 companies. Once

“Our role is provide support that frees them and their employ-

again, the weak Japanese economy has worked to Relo’s advan-

ees up to focus fully on their core business, with no need to

tage: with big companies increasingly selling off idle assets like

worry about anything else.”

leisure facilities, Relo’s market has broadened from the original
SMEs to include corporate giants.

To achieve the overwhelming sector dominance and the
quantum leap in profits that Nakamura has in mind, effective

In FY2012, the Fringe Benefit segment earned profits of ¥2.76

branding will be key. “We’re aiming for complete top-of-mind

billion— around 36% of Relo’s total. “The business is expanding,”

awareness,” explains Hayashi. “The instant someone in HR

comments Hayashi. “New companies are signing up and grow-

thinks about corporate housing, fringe benefits or global relo-

ing businesses are enrolling their new hires on the program.”

cation, we want the name Relo to come up.” ■
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